
Please Release Me

District enthusiasm soon begun to swirl, over, under, and then entirely around the 
suddenly convenient idea of “fixing” low-income school teachers.  As a punitive accountability 
solution – well, it certainly beat out trying to transform the behavior and attitudes of those much 
less responsive, and much less easily coerced, deficiency-identified students.  

Almost overnight, an impassioned aura of teacher-retraining fervor slipped into the heart 
of an endlessly ordered innovation.  Deemed instantly necessary, a sudden run of rapidly built 
reforms began to call out for an ever increasing number of non-student-friendly, out-of-
classroom assemblies.  No, no, not for one teacher here; nor, even, for two or three there.  Oh my 
no, think bigger.  

Think like inspired school reformers going for the serious money.  
Think big.  Think huge.  
Think impressive.  
Think of colossal super-trainings created at phenomenal expense; think of seminars 

spectacularly projected to serve multiple assemblies; contemplate huge groups comprised, oh, 
not of a couple inexperienced, struggling educators, but of full departments, numerous grade 
levels, and multiple schools.  Imagine everyone brought together en masse; everyone seated 
together in an anxious anticipation of that necessarily imperative retraining.

Bowing, with an initial delicacy, to the old-school interest in minimizing an educator 
resistance, early-day reform jargon belied invasive intentions.  In earliest, introductory years so 
much closer to that old-fashioned expectation for an interactively democratic management, 
surely there was no reason to scare anyone off by describing unbendingly mandated trainings 
through a use of intimidating, give-away words.

Frightening, punishing words: 	

Like mandatory.  
Or training.
Conversely, in earliest years of a suddenly legislated NCLB, teachers began to hear about 

a thoughtful reward; a gift, really; a truly generous endowment which each educator would soon 
be receiving.  Supervisors, administrators, coaches, consultants, specialists and evaluators – all 
were just so tickled to tell everyone about it: 	
 Release Time.

“Have you noticed?” a peer commented as we found ourselves assembled once again 
inside yet another in a long line of benevolently “gifted” (although absolutely compulsory) 
trainings, and had been hearing, yet one more time, about the wonders associated to a repeatedly 
mandated release. 

“It’s as if they think we need to be paroled.” 
As the national demand for an instantaneous educational liability progressed, this, in fact?  

Turned out to be a popular theme: equating teaching in inner-city, culturally-diverse, low-income 
schools to incarceration.  To drudgery.  To an undoubtedly distasteful and clearly unhappy chore.  
As the days of reform advanced, you could, in fact, begin to count upon it.  Public school 
innovators – the bigger the big-wig, the more expert the expert, the more powerfully 
disconnected the politician or commentator – well, apparently?  Few outsiders believed that that 
actual old-school style of teaching (that old-fashioned, every-single-day-in-front-of-the-kids 
theory of teaching) was any fun at all.  “Releasing” low-income school educators?

Oh, surely this was nothing less than a benevolent reward.  
Getting teachers out of the classroom...



And away from those damned kids.  
	
 Away from those complicated, non-standardized, non-acculturated kids about whom, in 
days of an ever more lucrative accountability, everyone claimed so much to care.  Offered up as a 
much-needed escape from a forced daily interaction with problematic students, draped in pretty 
words, “release time” was presented as a thoughtful solution intended to show just how much 
self-proclaimed experts understood the thorny (and, oh my; so undoubtedly distasteful) world of 
low-income school employees.

However.   
Well, now: here’s a little secret.  
I suppose this could be confidential.  
I apologize if I’m letting the cat out of the bag. 
But: More inner-city, low-income-school teachers actually, with a full intention, chose to 

walk into those complicated buildings; chose to work, day after day, inside those low-income, 
culturally-complex schools; chose to spend year upon year standing right there in front of those 
so many assertively labeled “difficult” children because they wanted to – than you might think. 

Oh, man.  
Crazy, huh? 


